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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NOMBRE : Dominique Crenn

Growing up in France, Dominique Crenn inherited an interest in cuisine and 
mushrooms from her parents, who celebrated fine dining. After earning degrees 
in economics and business in Paris, Crenn began her formal kitchen training in 
San Francisco in 1988. For two years she worked at Jeremiah Tower and Mark 
Franz’s Stars before moving on to Campton Place, 2223 Market, the Park Hyatt 
Grill, and Yoyo Bistro. In 1997, Crenn made culinary history as the first female 
executive chef in Indonesia, heading the kitchen at the InterContinental Hotel in 
Jakarta. She returned to California in 1998 as executive chef of Manhattan 
Country Club in Manhattan Beach, a position Crenn held for eight years. She 
then opened Abode in Santa Monica, but it was Luce that brought her back to 
San Francisco and where she earned her first Michelin star in 2009. A poetic 
combination of craft, heritage, and storytelling, Atelier Crenn debuted in 
January 2011, quickly earning its first Michelin star, a second by October 2012 
and the third one in 2018 being the first female chef in the United States to 
receive a third coveted star. She was named “Best Female Chef” in 2016 by 
World’s 50 Best. Dominique’s fondness for mushrooms has grown from her 
childhood. During her career as a chef mushrooms have always been a key 
part of her cuisine. “I’ve loved mushrooms since I was a child,” says world-
renowned chef Dominique Crenn. “They are the closest we come to tasting the 
earth itself.” Whether it’s serving a tartine devoted to mushrooms with espelette 
aioli, pickles, and fried garlic chips or shaving white truffle atop a custard of wild 
mushrooms and parmesan cheese cauliflower and smoked crème fraîche, Chef 
Crenn regularly features mushroom dishes in all three of her restaurants. 



Session 1: jihì landia or xi´i kuilu, the blue milk mushroom or indigo milk
cap (Lactarius indigo)

* Chef Ricardo Muñoz Zurita
* Dr. Roberto Garibay Orijel
* Dr. Faustino Hernández Santiago



MEXICO

NAME: Chef Ricardo Muñoz Zurita

Head chef, teacher, lecturer, researcher, today considered the top authority on
traditional Mexican cuisine by specialised critics, and the most prolific and important
food writer of our day. He has published more than 10 titles, including the
"Encyclopedic Dictionary of Mexican Cuisine," and countless reports in newspapers,
magazines, and national and international online media.

Ricardo was the most active chef in the designation of Mexican cuisine as Intangible
Cultural Heritage of Humanity. He has won a long list of national and international
awards, including the School of Mexican Gastronomy Award 2018 for his invaluable
contribution and culinary knowledge spanning more than 20 years.

His three restaurants, Azul y oro, Azul Condesa, and Azul Histórico, have won multiple
awards in categories such as traditional food.

Chef Ricardo Muñoz has recovered and reconstructed his country's gastronomic map.
For all his contributions it’s been said that he has reclassified and reorganised
traditional Mexican cuisine. He is also a great patron of his country's young talent.



MEXICO

NAME: Roberto Garibay Orijel

Doctor in Biology. He did post-doctoral work for a year at UC Berkeley and another
year as a postdoc at CIEco (Ecosystems Research Institute), UNAM (National
Autonomous University of Mexico). He is a member of the National Researcher
System, level two. He chaired the Mexican Mycology Society from 2016 to 2018. He
has published 47 reviewed articles, 38 of which in indexed journals, two books, and
12 book chapters. A total of 55 of his papers have been presented at international
congresses, 83 papers at national congresses, and 23 papers at symposiums. He has
given 37 national and international conferences and has organised eight symposiums
and workshops. In the academic sphere, he has directed three doctoral theses, eight
master's dissertations, and five undergraduate dissertations. He currently is directing
three doctoral theses and one undergraduate dissertation.

Areas of specialisation: Ecology of ectomycorrhizae, use and exploitation of edible
fungi, taxonomy of macroscopic and ectomycorrhizal fungi, molecular biology and
genomics of fungi, ethnomycology and traditional knowledge of wild fungi. He is
currently a “B” researcher at the Institute of Biology at the UNAM.



MEXICO

NAME: Faustino Hernández Santiago

An Agricultural Engineer and Plant Science Specialist with a Master of Science in Agroforestry
for Sustainable Development from Universidad Autónoma Chapingo, he recevied his PhD in
Soil Science from Colegio de Postgraduados Montecillo Campus. Originally from the state of
Oaxaca, Mexico, he is a speaker of the Mixtec language certified in Phonology and Literacy.

He has authored various scientific articles, spoken at conferences in Mexico and around the
world and served as an adviser for several bachelor’s and master’s degree theses on the
study of edible wild mushrooms. Likewise, he has been part of the organising committee for
several national symposia and an international workshop (IWEEM9). He is currently a
professor in the Bachelor’s Degree in Sustainable Development programme at Universidad
Intercultural del Estado de México-Plantel Tepetlixpa. His scientific research focuses on the
study of mycorrhizal fungi for agricultural and forestry production, ethnomycology,
ethnobotany, agroforestry systems and edaphic mesofauna.



Session 2: Saffron milk caps (Lactarius deliciosus) and their culinary use
in New Zealand

* Chef Jasbir Kaur
* Chef Paul Froggatt
* Dr. Alexis Guerin-Laguette
* Ángel Moretón



NEW ZEALAND

NAME : Chef Jasbir Kaur

Multi-award-winning executive chef & trainer (hotels, restaurants, 
PTEs, corporate catering), TV personality at the series “Good 
morning Chef” and creative head and chef  of the new series 
“Ignite the Chef in You” .she is President of New Zealand, 
Auckland Chef Association. Jazz holds a Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in 
Hospitality Management, a Diploma in Gastronomy, Diploma in 
Adult Education, Diploma in Psychology in Nutrition. Chef Jazz is 
an external verifier for City and Guilds, UK. She has worked in top 
hotels and restaurants in five countries – USA, UK, India, New 
Zealand and Spain. She has judged the San Francisco Culinary 
Expo and has been judging in New Zealand’s Regional and 
National culinary salon competitions for the past Nine years. She 
has been a judge in important international Competitions such as 
the National Cheese Awards, National Chocolate Awards or the 2nd 
International Competition Cocinando con Trufa.

 
In an educational profile Chef Jazz has opened three culinary 
schools in New Zealand, where she held full responsibility for 
developing and managing their Culinary Arts program and 
educational qualification. For the Last three years she has been 
the General Manager of Ignite Colleges.



UNITED KINGDOM

NAME  : Chef Paul Froggatt

British-born chef Paul Froggatt initially trained in the 
UK and in France where his career highlights 
included working at  Gidleigh Park Hotel  (Two 
Michelin-Star), Bernard Loiseau en Bourgogne 
( T h r e e M i c h e l i n - S t a r ) a n d  C h â t e a u d e 
Courcelles (One Michelin-Star). Paul followed this by 
stints at two of Singapore’s most popular leading 
European restaurants, San Marco  and  Saint 
Pierre*. Most recently Paul has been the Chef de 
Cuisine at the Landmark Mandarin Oriental 
Hotel's  Amber Restaurant  (Two Michelin Star), in 
Hong Kong. During his time at Amber the restaurant 
was voted as one of the Top 10 restaurants within 
the annual San Pellegrino 50 Best Restaurants 
awards.   In 2016, huka Lodge, with Executive Chef, 
Paul Froggatt, were admitted as members of 
Francés exclusive “Les Grandes Tables du Monde”



FRANCE

NAME : PhD Alexis Guerin-Laguette

Dr. Alexis Guerin-Laguette holds a PhD in Lactarius 
sect. Deliciosi cultivation/ecology awarded by the 
Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique (INRA) 
and Université de Montpellier II France. He has since 
worked in Japan, Canada and has led the research on 
cultivation of edible mycorrhizal fungi at the New 
Zealand Institute for Plant & Food Research Ltd over 
the last 17 years. He is a regular visiting scientist at the 
Kunming Institute of Botany/Chinese Academy of 
Sciences, since 2015 and, in 2017, was granted High 
Level Foreign talent by the Yunnan Administration of 
Foreign Affairs. He has published over 25 research 
papers and book chapters. He is an expert on the 
cultivation and biology of edible mycorrhizal fungi, i.e. 
forest mushrooms and truffles. He is the Technical 
representative of the NZ Truffle Association since 2016. 
He is the Secretary of the Scientific Committee of the 
International Workshop on Edible Mycorrhizal 
Mushrooms since 2011



SPAIN

NAME: Ángel Moretón

Born in Valladolid, Spain and graduated in Law, Angel Moreton got a master degree in Foreign
Trade Markets. He started his professional career working in New York at the International YMCA
and lately was appointed to run the offices of the Exports area of the Government of Castilla y
León in Miami and New York City. From 2006 to 2011, he joined the Foundation of the Spanish
Language where he created and develop a wide range of international programs between the USA
and Spain to promote the cultural and linguistic interexchange between both countries. In 2011,
Moretón joined the International School of Culinary Arts in Spain building the project from the
very beginning and taking the institution to the top positions of the range of Culinary schools in
the country. In December 2016, he founded e-Spain, a personal challenge helps to increase the
intercultural understanding through gastronomy, food and wine. Angel Moreton has been
designing educational gastronomy programs for the last 15 years for universities and institutions
worldwide. He has traveled abroad to promote the culinary heritage of Spain and has been a jury
member at some of the most prestigious culinary competitions in Spain. He has also been asset to
the develop of the Bocuse d’Or Competition in Spain as well as a jury and a contributor to the
Concours Mundial de Bruxelles. He has been the director of International Gastronomy
competitions such as the international Competition Cooking with Truffles or the Australasia Tapas
Competition. Moreton has been awarded with the Excelencias Gourmet Recognition for his career
promoting Spain and the Spanish Gastronomy and the Oro Virgen de Baena International
recognition for promoting the olive oil. Angel Moreton is the President of the Academy of
Gastronomy of Valladolid.



Session 3: Traditional saffron milk-cap cuisine

* Chef Melania Cascante
* Luis Alberto Parra Sánchez
* Juan Manuel Velasco Santos
* Enrique Fernández Villamor
* Antonio García
* Antonio Martín



SPAIN

NAME: Chef Melania Cascante

Head chef and owner of the country hotel Los Villares in Los Villares de Soria.
She studied to become an expert in Hospitality, Information, and Tourism Marketing,
Lodging, and Dietetics and Nutrition, and has done postgraduate coursework in hotel
management... Constantly curious, she is always studying and taking classes.
She has been in charge of her own hotel business for more than 40 years, general
manager of the Hotel Alfonso VIII, and currently runs the country hotel Los Villares de
Soria. Melania has taught a variety of courses and professional certificate programmes
since 2007 (more than 3,000 hours at the front of a classroom).
She has won several awards such as the Mycological, Mediterranean, and Truffle tapa
in 2009, 2010, 2011... 2017.
She has also participated as a speaker in different events related to the hospitality
industry at gastronomic fairs and congresses.



SPAIN

NAME: Luis Alberto Parra Sanchez

Holder of a degree in Veterinary Medicine from the Complutense University of Madrid,
he is currently Chief Veterinary Officer for the Public Health Veterinary Services of the
Junta de Castilla y León.
He is a founding member and President of the Aranda Mycological Association, a board
member of the Castilla y León Federation of Mycological Associations and a member of
the OPTIMA fungi committee (Organization for the Phyto-taxonomic Investigation of
the Mediterranean Area).
In 2013 he received the Maite de las Heras award for Excellence in Mycology from the
Villa de Riaza Mycological Association.
Since 1990, he has spoken at 218 mycology-related courses and conferences, principally
in Spain, but also in Italy and Austria.
He is a member and coordinator of the Scientific Advisory Committee for the FAMCAL
Mycology Newsletter.
A member of the editorial board for the journal Micologia e Vegetazione Mediterranea
and a reviewer for the Canadian journal Botany, he has written 4 books on mycology
and also contributed to numerous other books, journals and websites on the subject of
mycology.



SPAIN

NAME: Luis Alberto Parra Sanchez

Holder of a degree in Veterinary Medicine from the Complutense University of Madrid,
he is currently Chief Veterinary Officer for the Public Health Veterinary Services of the
Junta de Castilla y León.
He is a founding member and President of the Aranda Mycological Association, a board
member of the Castilla y León Federation of Mycological Associations and a member of
the OPTIMA fungi committee (Organization for the Phyto-taxonomic Investigation of
the Mediterranean Area).
In 2013 he received the Maite de las Heras award for Excellence in Mycology from the
Villa de Riaza Mycological Association.
Since 1990, he has spoken at 218 mycology-related courses and conferences, principally
in Spain, but also in Italy and Austria.
He is a member and coordinator of the Scientific Advisory Committee for the FAMCAL
Mycology Newsletter.
A member of the editorial board for the journal Micologia e Vegetazione Mediterranea
and a reviewer for the Canadian journal Botany, he has written 4 books on mycology
and also contributed to numerous other books, journals and websites on the subject of
mycology.



SPAIN

NAME: Juan Manuel Velasco Santos

Juan Manuel Velasco Santos holds a doctorate degree in Botany from the University
of Salamanca and a Master’s degree in Science Education from the University of
Valencia. He is a senior secondary school teacher in Biology and Geology and an
associate professor in Science Education at the University of Salamanca. Author and
co-author of numerous publications on Botany, Mycology and Science Education,
including ‘Fungal producers of edible and poisonous mushrooms in Spain and the
rest of the world’, ‘A mycology inventory of Salamanca’; ‘A mycology inventory of
Castilla y León (parts I and II)’; and ‘Vernacular names for mushrooms in Castilian
Spanish’. He is also Vice-President of the Lazarillo Mycology Society of Salamanca.



SPAIN

NAME: : Enrique Fernández Villamor

A naturalist, biologist and specialist in the dissemination of mycological concepts,
Enrique Fernández Villamor is President of the Castilla y León Federation of Mycological
Associations.



SPAIN:

NAME: Antonio García 

Antonio García Hernández, gatherer and seller. President of ATRUSORIA (Soria Truffle 
Gatherers and Cultivators Association).
Born in Soria, he has a bachelor’s degree in sociology and forestry. He came into
contact with the world of wild mushrooms and truffles at a very early age. His passion
for this world has led him to dedicate his career to the gathering, cultivation and
distribution of truffles and wild mushrooms for the past 25 years.



SPAIN

NAME: Antonio Martín Álvarez

A technical forest engineer who graduated from Madrid Polytechnic University’s School
of Technical Forestry, Antonio Martín also holds a Master’s Degree in Protected Natural
Spaces run by the Inter-university Department of Ecology of the Autonomous and
Complutense Universities in Madrid, the University of Alcalá de Henares and the
González Bernáldez Foundation and Europarc España.
Since 2006 he has worked in the province of Soria as a technician for the Castilla y León
Natural Heritage Foundation, where his work has centered on activities and projects
related to the conservation and public use of Castilla y León's network of Protected
Natural Spaces.
He previously worked as a Technician for EGMASA, a company operating in the province
of Granada, and TRAGSA in the provinces of Granada and Palencia, as well as for the
Tierras Sorianas del Cid Rural Development Group as a technician for the MYAS project
in the province of Soria. From 1999 to 2004 he was employed as a civil servant in
Andalusia’s Regional Ministry of the Environment, from which he has currently been
granted leave of absence.




